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Titulació:
- GRAU EN ENGINYERIA MECÀNICA (Pla 2009). (Assignatura optativa).
- GRAU EN ENGINYERIA EN TECNOLOGIES AEROESPACIALS (Pla 2010). (Assignatura optativa).
- GRAU EN ENGINYERIA EN TECNOLOGIES INDUSTRIALS (Pla 2010). (Assignatura optativa).
- GRAU EN ENGINYERIA EN VEHICLES AEROESPACIALS (Pla 2010). (Assignatura optativa).

Curs: 2023
Crèdits ECTS: 3.0
Idiomes: Anglès

PROFESSORAT

Professorat responsable: MARTA GANGELELLS SOLANELLAS

Altres:

METODOLOGIES DOCENTS

The course is divided into parts:
- Theory classes
- Practical classes
- Self-study for doing exercises and activities.

In the theory classes, teachers will introduce the theoretical basis of the concepts, methods and results and illustrate them with examples appropriate to facilitate their understanding.

In the practical classes (in the classroom), teachers guide students in applying theoretical concepts to solve problems, always using critical reasoning. We propose that students solve exercises in and outside the classroom, to promote contact and use the basic tools needed to solve problems.

Students, independently, need to work on the materials provided by teachers and the outcomes of the sessions of exercises/problems, in order to fix and assimilate the concepts.

The teachers provide the syllabus and monitoring of activities (by ATENEA).

OBJECTIUS D’APRENETATGE DE L’ASSIGNATURA

The aim of this subject is to provide basic knowledge on Life Cycle Assessment, a powerful tool to analyse the environmental impact of a product or a process during the whole life-cycle analysis. The course will be mainly concerned with the underlying theoretical concepts and real case studies, showing a wide range of applications. This subject will also introduce other metrics such as Carbon Footprint. At the end of the course, students will be able to better support decision-making processes within the context of product improvement or comparison.

HORES TOTALS DE DEDICACIÓ DE L’ESTUDIANTAT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tipus</th>
<th>Hores</th>
<th>Percentatge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hores grup gran</td>
<td>30,0</td>
<td>40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hores aprenentatge autònom</td>
<td>45,0</td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dedicació total: 75 h
CONTINGUTS

(CAT) Life cycle Assessment (LCA)

Descripció:
(CAT) Introduction to life cycle assessment
LCA methodology:
- Goal definition and scoping
- Inventory analysis
- Impact assessment
- Interpretation
Analysis of LCA case studies and applications
LCA project development

Activitats vinculades:
(CAT) Analysis of LCA case studies and applications.

LCA project developed in small groups, including compilation of an inventory of relevant inputs and outputs, evaluation of potential impacts associated with identified inputs and outputs, interpretation of the results and report writing.

During some sessions, small exercises will be conducted in the class individually or in small groups and some others will be virtual.

Dedicació: 75h
Grup gran/Teoria: 30h
Aprenentatge autònom: 45h

SISTEMA DE QUALIFICACIÓ

The final grade depends on the following assessment criteria:
- Class activities, weight: 35 %
- LCA case studies, weight: 35 %
- LCA project, weight: 30 %

Non-satisfactory results in the project will be able to be redirected by improving the project individually after highlighting weak points. All the students have the right to improve the project. The improved project will have to be delivered the day scheduled by the school within the period of final exams. Marks in the improved project can range from 0 to 10. Only the best mark will be taken into account.
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Altres recursos:
Notes posted to the Atenea platform